Image Authentication Based on DCT with Recovery Capability
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Abstract: In this paper an image authentication algorithm is proposed where the modified areas in an image are detected, besides an approximation of the original image, called digest image $C_{dig}$, is recovered (recovery capability). Two different watermarks are used. One semi-fragile watermark $w_1$ is used for authentication phase. The digest image $C_{dig}$ is compressed using an arithmetic code, then redundancy is added by applying BCH error correcting code (ECC) resulting $w_{dig}$. Finally both watermarks are embedded in the integer wavelet transform (IWT) domain. The proposed scheme is evaluated from different points of view: watermark imperceptibly, payload, accuracy detection of tamper area and robustness against some non intentional attacks. Experimental results show the system detects accurately where the image has been modified and the recovered digest image has a good quality. The proposed system is robust to noise insertion.
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1 Introduction

Currently digital images are used as legal evidence in situations such as: car crashes, political scandals and medicals images. Under these circumstances, image authentication has become an important issue in the digital world, because these images can be modified easily using image processing tools.

Conventionally, the methods used for image authentication can be classified into: digital signature-based methods [1], [2], and watermarking-based methods [3], [4], [5]. A digital signature is a set of features extracted from an image and these are stored in a separate file. Watermarking, on the other hand, is a technique that embeds imperceptible authentication information into an image. Most of the existing watermarking and digital signature-based image authentication systems can detect malicious tampering successfully; unfortunately there are few systems that have recovery capability of the tampered region without original image.

The proposed methods in [6],[7],[8] have recovery capability, but none of those is able to resist insertion of even a small amount of noise or large modification of the image. In [6] a watermarking scheme is proposed in which a highly compressed version of the original image is generated using integer wavelet transform (IWT) and discrete cosine transform. The compressed version is embedded in the middle frequency of wavelet. One disadvantage of this scheme is that it is not robust against attacks such as noise insertion and is not able to resist large modifications. In [7] the same authors proposed another authentication system where the original image is compressed using IWT and integer cosine transform (ICT), before embedding, and Huffman compression is applied. A problem with this method is if some bits in the Huffman code, are modified, for example due to a modification, it is impossible carry out reliable decoding. In [8] was proposed a scheme, in which the original image is divided into a region of Interest ROI and a region of Embedding ROE; due this separation the system is not able to protect the whole image, in addition it requires manual selection of the ROI and it is not robust against noise insertion.

In this paper an image authentication algorithm is proposed where the modified areas in an image are detected, and a digest image is recovered. Two different watermarks are used. One semi-fragile watermark ($w_1$) is used for the authentication phase and is generated as a random sequence. The digest image $C_{dig}$ is compressed using an arithmetic code to reduce the payload and increase the quality of the watermarked image. Then redundancy is added by applying BCH error correcting code (ECC) in order to protect the watermark against some attacks or modifications.
The compressed and ECC encoded digest image is the second watermark \( w_{dig} \). Finally both watermarks are embedded in the integer wavelet transform (IWT) domain. The second watermark \( w_{dig} \) makes possible the recovery because it is embedded into the image.

In the authentication stage, the watermark \( (w'_1) \) of the suspicious image is extracted and compared with \( (w_1) \). If the watermarks are different the second watermark \( w_{dig} \) is extracted to recover the digest image.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the proposed authentication method is described. In section 3 the experimental results are provided. Finally conclusions of this paper are described in Section 4.

## 2 Proposed method

The proposed system uses input parameters: key \( k_1 \) for generating of watermark \( w_1 \), key \( k_2 \) for performing the permutation of \( w_{dig} \) before being embedded and ECC parameters \((n, k)\)

### 2.1 Watermark generation

The first watermark \( w_1 \) is generated as a random sequence using a key \( k_1 \) similar to [3].

In addition the second watermark \( w_{dig} \) the digest image is generated as follows.

1. The original image is down-sampled by half to reduce the size; this is called \( I \).
2. Subtract 127 from gray levels of \( I \) to force pixel values to be [-127,128]. This reduces the DCT coefficients values range.
3. \( I \) is divided in non-overlapping blocks of 8×8 pixels.
4. Compute the 2D-DCT of each block of 8×8.
5. The first sixteen DCT coefficients are retained from each block (1 DC coefficient and 15 AC coefficients) in zig-zag order.
6. The DCT coefficient are rounded to the nearest integer and represented by 7 bits, including sign.
7. Before being encoded, DCT coefficients are quantized using the JPEG quantization matrix with quality factor equal to 50.

The above steps, produce \( C_{dig} \) with length 112 bits per block.

Once that digest image \( C_{dig} \) has been generated it is encoded using arithmetic coding which offers a way to compress data and is especially useful for data sources with small alphabets such as binary sources.

After \( C_{dig} \) sequence has been compressed, a BCH error correcting code (ECC) is applied which adds redundancy to the original message resulting \( w_{dig} \) to detect and correct some errors produced by attacks or modifications. A BCH code is characterized using three parameters \((n, k, t)\) where \( n \) represents codeword length, \( k \) represents message length and \( t \) represents error-correction capability of the ECC.

### 2.2 Watermark embedding

The proposed watermark embedding process can be summarized as follows. Embed the first watermark \( w_1 \) for the authentication process:

1. perform IWT on original image, and embedding is done in low frequency \( LL_4 \).
2. The wavelet coefficients are quantized using the following quantization function \( f(c_{(i,j)}) \) as follows:

\[
f(c_{(i,j)}) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if round}(c_{(i,j)})/\Delta) \text{ is even} \\
1, & \text{if round}(c_{(i,j)})/\Delta) \text{ is odd} 
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

where \( c_{(i,j)} \) is the \((i, j)\)-th IWT coefficient and \( \Delta \) represents the quantization step.

The following assignment rule is used to embed the watermark bit \( w_{1(i,j)} \) into the selected coefficient \( c_{(i,j)} \).

1. If \( f(c_{(i,j)}) = w_{1(i,j)} \) then no change in the coefficient is necessary.
2. Otherwise, if \( f(c_{(i,j)}) \neq w_{1(i,j)} \) change \( c_{(i,j)} \) so that \( f(c_{(i,j)}) = w_{1(i,j)} \) as follows:

\[
f(c_{(i,j)}) = \begin{cases} 
c_{(i,j)} + \Delta, & \text{if } c_{(i,j)} \leq 0 \\
c_{(i,j)} - \Delta, & \text{if } c_{(i,j)} > 0 
\end{cases}
\]  

(2)

Embed the second watermark \( w_{dig} \) for recovery of digest image:

1. Embedding is performed in the second decomposition level of IWT of middle and high frequency, where every wavelet coefficient of subband High-Low \( LH_2 \), Low-High \( LH_2 \) and High-High \( HH_2 \) is represented using eight bits.

For an image with size \( N \times N \) after applying second decomposition level an IWT is obtained with coefficients matrix \( M_C \). The \( M_C \) is an \( N/4 \times N/4 \) matrix. For example, if \( N = 256 \), then \( M_C = 64 \times 64 \).
2. The $M_C$ matrix is converted to a vector $V_C$ and every IWT coefficient is represented using 8 bits. The payload is divided into 3 parts, one each for $HL_2$, $LH_2$ and $HH_2$. Because the payload is variable, bits are first inserted into bit plane 1, then 2, then 3, etc. until all information is embedded, as shown in Fig. 1.

3. Before being embedded $w_{dig}$ is permuted using a key $k_2$. This permutation has two purposes: the first is to reduce errors caused by burst errors, produced by some attacks or modification and second is to give security to the watermark.

4. The inverse integer wavelet transform (IIWT) is applied in order to obtain watermarked image.

The output of our algorithm is the watermarked image $I_w$.

### 2.3 Authentication and recovery

The authentication and recovery process is applied to suspicious image $\hat{I}_w$ and is described as follows:

1. Watermark $w_1$ is generated as before using the same key $k_1$.

2. The IWT of fourth level is applied to suspicious image and using the equation (1) watermark sequence $\hat{w}_1$ is extracted.

3. If $\hat{w}_1 = w_1$ then the suspicious image has not been modified, and authentication stops.

4. If $\hat{w}_1 \neq w_1$ the digest image is extracted, immediately the inverse permutation is applied using the same key $k_2$; then BCH decoding and arithmetic decoding is carried out.

5. Finally the digest image is recovered by performing inverse discrete cosine transform IDCT on the watermark extracted sequence $\hat{w}_{dig}$.

### Table 1: Parameter’s values used during embedding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>R=k/n</th>
<th>Bit planes</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42.01dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1023</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>41.73dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1023</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>41.72dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1023</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40.82dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1023</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40.59dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1023</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>39.88dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1023</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30.78dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1023</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>28.46dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1023</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22.50dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3 Results

We conducted three experiments to evaluate performance of the proposed algorithm. The first experiment is to assess watermark imperceptibility, and in the second experiment the modified area detection and the recovery capability of the proposed algorithm are evaluated. Finally, in the third experiment, the watermark robustness to incidental or intentional modification such as noise insertion is evaluated.

#### 3.1 Watermark imperceptibility

The imperceptibility of the watermark was evaluated using 95 images. It was calculated employed the PSNR which compares the similarity between the original image and the watermarked image.

Fig. 2 shows the relationship between PSNR of watermarked image and ECC rate. The ECC rates close to 1 have less redundancy and the payload is smaller, so the imperceptibility of the watermark (PSNR) is high. The number of bit planes used in the embedding phase is shown also in this table, which are divided into 3 parts, one each for $HL_2$, $LH_2$ and $HH_2$.

Table 1 shows the values of some parameters used during the evaluation. The numerical values from Fig. 2 are also shown in the table. In most proposed systems the end user does not have the option to choose that values should be used in the embedding process; however the proposed system was evaluated using different ECC rates give the end user this option to select which one is more suitable for his application.

The Fig. 3 shows the relationship between PSNR and payload size . If the payload is large the PSNR values start to fall.
3.2 Modified area detection and recovery capability

Tamper area detection capability is evaluated, by modifying the contents of images, adding objects or deleting objects. Figures 4 and 5 shows the a) original image, b) watermarked image, c) digest image, d) modified image, e) detection result of tampered image and f) recovered image. Twelve bit planes are used: 4 for High-Low $H\_L_2$, 4 for Low-High $L\_H_2$ and 4 for High-High $H\_H_2$, and ECC parameters $n = 1023, k = 348, t = 87$.

From the point of view of tamper detection the system detects successfully which areas have been modified. The tampered areas are represented using black blocks.
3.3 Watermark robustness intentional attacks

The watermark robustness is evaluated using the maximum number of modified pixels that the system is able to recover.

Table 2 shows the bit error rate (BER) produced by addition of blocks of different sizes to the watermarked image, these errors are obtained in the extraction phase after applying the inverse permutation and before performing BCH decoding. The BER was calculated using different ECC rates. Table 2 shows also the $t/n$ which represents the maximum percent error-correction capability of the ECC per codeword. It is observed that BER is smaller than $t/n$, this is because large burst errors are produced in some codewords, exceeding the error-correction capability of BCH code. Table 3 shows the BER and PSNR of digest image using ECC parameters $n = 1023, k = 348, t = 87$.

In Fig. 6 shows the relationship between PSNR and maximum number modified pixels and ECC rate, recovering 100% of the digest image. Fig. 7 shows relationship between PSNR of digest image, number of modified pixels, using ECC parameters $n = 1023, k = 348, t = 87$, with different percent of recovering of digest image.

3.4 Watermark robustness non intentional attacks

The non intentional noise insertion in the signal can be attributable to different factors. The great majority of the previous works are not able to resist noise insertion, but the proposed system using ECC it has

Table 2: Bit error rate (BER) and maximum number of modified pixels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R=k/n$</th>
<th>$t/n$</th>
<th>BER</th>
<th>Modified Pixel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
<td>576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.0149</td>
<td>1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.0252</td>
<td>2916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.0309</td>
<td>3481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.0525</td>
<td>6242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.0592</td>
<td>7056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: BER and PSNR of digest image using ECC parameters ($n = 1023, k = 348, t = 87$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>BER</th>
<th>Modified Pixel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28.633</td>
<td>0.0525</td>
<td>6242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.497</td>
<td>0.0579</td>
<td>6400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.965</td>
<td>0.0647</td>
<td>7225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.339</td>
<td>0.0709</td>
<td>8100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.116</td>
<td>0.0873</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the capability to resist noise insertion. Fig. 8 shows the relationship between salt and pepper noise density and bit error rate. Using ECC parameters $n = 1023, k = 348, t = 87$ it is possible to tolerate close to 5 percent errors in order to recover the 100% of digest image. Figure 9 shows relationship between bit error rate with inserted Gaussian noise. In this case the proposed system is able to correct a little more than 5% of errors, giving us the possibility to recover 100% of the original information.

4 Conclusions

In this paper an image authentication algorithm is proposed where the modified areas in an image are detected, in addition, it has recovery capability. One semi-fragile watermark ($w_1$) is used for authentication phase. A second watermark makes possible the recovery of digest image because this is compressed using an arithmetic code, then redundancy is added by applying a BCH error correcting code before being embedding into the image using IWT. The proposed scheme was evaluated from different points of view: watermark imperceptibly accuracy detection of tamper area, robustness against non intentional attacks including different kinds of noise insertion. Experimental result show the system detects accurately where the image has been modified, and the recovered image has high quality. The proposed system is robust to large modifications of the image and it is able to tolerate noise insertion.
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